Abstract-Traditionally, the semiconductor fabrication conducts several measurements within a wafer and condenses the measurements into output quality characteristics to progress advanced process control (APC). Therefore, traditional APC employs performance indices along "time" axis and losses the space information among different measurements within a wafer. In this paper, we present a new perspective on process control with pheromones propagation mechanism, in which we treats the disturbances within a two-dimensional layout wafer as digital pheromones,. Our novel space-effect algorithm is called the two-dimensional pheromone propagation controller (2D-PPC). The simulation results show 2D-PPC, which involves space-effect, can improve the uniformity of the wafer over the conventional time-effect controllers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor manufacturing, run-to-run control adjusts the recipe slightly based on in-line measurements to even out disturbances. Disregarding the methodology of the run-to-run control, some researches condense measurements to output quality characteristics [1] - [10] . Thus, traditional run-to-run controllers like EWMA employ the "time-effect", which means disturbance of a wafer affects a measurement or the output quality characteristics at different runs, among observed data to calculate the recipe for the next run and does not consider the "space-effect", which means disturbance of a wafer affects several measurements at the same time, among measurements within a wafer at a run.
In this paper, we describe an algorithm that includes the effect among different measurements within a wafer. The concept comes from the observation that a disturbance of a wafer will affect a piece area, which may contain several measurements. The new algorithm uses swarm intelligence by assuming that the measurements have their own behavior and affect others nearby within a wafer at a run. Then, the intercepts with disturbances included of a linear regression model at different measurements within a wafer are modeled as digital pheromones. The interaction among the digital pheromones is modeled by a propagation mechanism. Because measurements within a wafer are a two-dimensional Manuscript received August 10, 2012 ; revised December 11, 2012 . The authors would like to thank the National Science Council of the Republic of China for financially supporting this paper under Contract NSC 100-2221-E-009-063-MY2. D. S. Lee was with the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan (e-mail: dslee605@ ms37.hinet.net).
A. C. Lee is with the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan (e-mail: aclee@ mail.nctu.edu.tw). layout, our novel algorithm is called the two-dimensional pheromone propagation controller (2D-PPC). This study modifies the propagation-out ratio of digital pheromone infrastructure [11] - [12] to achieve 2D-PPC. Fig. 1 is the concept of 2D-PPC. For easy interpretation and maximum coverage with minimum measurements, this study assumes that the wafer has 12 measurements in the triangular coordinate (hexagonal grids). In Fig. 1 , measurements are divided into two circles, measurements 1-6 are in the outer circle and the others are in the inner circle, and the arrow means that measurements affect others nearby. In addition, after forecasting intercept of measurements independently by the time-effect (one-dimensional) controller, the two-dimensional intercept predictor, which is the realization of space effect controller, modifies the forecasting intercept of the 1D controller to forecast intercept of the next run. In other words, 2D-PPC interlaces time and space effects at a run. Then, the process recipe for the next run can be obtained by process models of every measurement.
We conducted simulations to compare the performance of PPC controllers with and without 2D-PPC. The two dimensional anthropogenic disturbance is conducted from DOE data of CMP process and the candidate controllers are examined by average and standard deviation within a wafer in the simulations. The controller parameters such as the propagation parameters of PPC and 2D-PPC were obtained from training data with minimum sum square error. The simulation results show 2D-PPC, which involves space-effect, can improve the ones of time-effect controllers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the two dimensional digital pheromone infrastructure; the 2D-PPC controller structure; simulation results; conclusion and future works
II. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL DIGITAL PHEROMONE INFRASTRUCTURE
The concept of the space-effect 2D-PPC comes from the appearance that a measurement in a wafer will be affected by its nearby measurements within the same wafer in semiconductor fabrication. This section will introduce the two dimensional digital pheromone infrastructure which includes pheromone basket pheromone states, transition parameters and transition functions.
A. Pheromone Basket
The pheromone basket is the pheromone propagation environment. The "two-dimensional" PPC is named by the shape of pheromone basket being a two-dimensional plane. The environment of two dimensional digital pheromone infrastructure is a tuple <B, N>, where B is a finite set of Then, the pheromone basket is initially empty, and then fills with M 2 intercepts within the same wafer at each time stamp (or run). The external input of two dimensional pheromone basket is a finite set 
A. Pheromone States
Like [11] - [12] , the states in the two dimensional pheromone basket <B, N> are 2 ( , ) Q k i and 2 ( , ) S k i , where 
B. Pheromone Transition Parameters
By [11] - [12] , two transition parameters of the two-dimensional digital pheromone infrastructure are the evaporation parameter E 2 ∈(0,1] and the propagation parameter F 2 ∈[0,1). In 2D-PPC, the propagation parameter F 2 describes the effect of a measurement on other nearby measurements within the same wafer, and the evaporation parameter E 2 indicates that the importance of the measurement data will "evaporate" with time. Because measurements within a chamber at a time stamp can be treated as a non-dissipative system, the modified pheromone infrastructure uses E 2 = 1 in a small pheromone basket [12] .
C. Transition Functions
Reference [12] modified transition functions of digital pheromone infrastructure [11] to erase the boundary effect for developing PPC. This section will correct the propagation-out ratio at the frontier points of a plane pheromone basket to erase the boundary effect.
For interpreting the interactions easily and obtaining maximum coverage with minimum measurements, the authors employ triangular grids with M 2 = 12. The layout of the 12 measurements is shown in Fig. 1 . The propagation-out ratio at the frontier points of Fig. 1 The final propagation results of (1) and (2) 
III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHEROMONE PROPAGATION CONTROLLER
Relative to the food trail pheromones in the nature, the 2D-PPC employs "intercept pheromones" within the same wafer in the manufacturing process. The intercept pheromone assumes that the intercept of a measurement will affect others nearby within the same wafer at a run and the space-effect will maintain to affect the next wafer. So, the authors conduct 2D-PPC by interlacing space-effect controller and the traditional time-effect controller, such as PPC, in pairs.
A. Plant
The plant is the process model in a simulation or in a real system, which can be obtained by the linear regression model. This study assumes the process has 12 outputs and each output has its own disturbance and process gain. In addition, considering CMP process, pressure from inner and outer pad of wafer carrier are two inputs of the plant and measurements at the same circle has the same process gain. The demonstrated MIMO plant is
where
In addition, k Y +1 are measurements at the end of run k; k X are two recipes (inputs) of run k; α are initial intercepts of the process; β are system gains of run k; k ε +1 are disturbances, which include noise and uncontrolled terms of run k + 1.
B. The One-Dimensional Controller
The one-dimensional controller is the traditional time effect controller, such as EWMA, double EWMA, PPC, and so on. Specifically, the one-dimensional controller of 2D-PPC control measurements independently in this study. For implementation, this study employs PPC [12] as the one-dimensional controller and the forecast intercept of measurement point m 2 at run k + 1 becomes 
C. The Two-Dimensional Intercept Predictor
The two-dimensional intercept predictor is the novel space effect controller, which modifies the forecasting intercepts obtained from the one-dimensional controller. The input of two-dimensional pheromone basket is the forecasting intercepts of the one-dimensional controller. 
The forecast intercept at run k + 1, ˆ+ k 1 ε , can be obtained by substituting (6) into (3). 2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2 
where the values of 2,1,1 P , 2,2,1 P , … , and
If F 2 is 0, the two-dimensional intercept predictor does not modify the forecasting intercept of the one-dimensional controller. In addition, the propagation result approaches the mean of the external inputs as F 2 approaches unity.
D. Recipe Generator
The recipe generator generates the recipe of the process for the next run. We use the linear regression model to produce 
where 1 k X + ∈ ℜ , which is a 2 × 1 matrix in this study, is the recipe (input) of run k + 1, α is the estimator of the initial intercept α , β is the estimator of the system β (model gain). Then, the recipe for run k + 1 is
where α and β are obtained from the linear regression model of the off-line DOE and are not equal to the process parameters α and β ; the parameter ˆk +1 ε comes from (7), and T is the given target values of measurements within a wafer.
E. The Two-Dimensional Propagation Parameter Tuner
This section proposes two strategies for tuning the two-dimensional propagation parameter F 2 . The first strategy uses historical (or training) data and examines all possible F 2 values to obtain the best fixed propagation parameter, 2 F , with minimum mean square error: (10) where k′ is the index of the training data. Then, 2 F is used in the testing data. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
the initial input was [1, 0] , the process target T was 4500 nm, and the offset of controller model (α ,β ) will be specified in the beginning of following section respectively. Two performance indices to evaluate the output performance: average (Ave.) and standard deviation (Std.) of the simulated data.
A. Performance Comparison with and Without 2D-PPC
This section compares output performance of nine candidate controllers with model mismatch 1.1 ξ = . The fixed optimal 1D/2D propagation parameter or weights of the other controllers were obtained using the minimum mean square error from 27 sets of anthropogenic disturbance and one set of anthropogenic disturbance is shown in Fig. 2 . The simulation results are listed at Table I . In Table I , the output performance of PPC with 2D-PPC is better in both average Ave. and Std. within a wafer than the one of using PPC alone. 
V. CONCLUSION
The 2D-PPC modifies forecasting intercept of the linear regression model of traditional time-effect (or one-dimensional) controller. Dealing with high order disturbances and propagating "healthy" intercepts to neighbors are the advantage of 2D-PPC. Simulation results shows that one of the 2D-PPC can improve the proposed one-dimensional controller both in average Ave. and Std. within a wafer when 1.1 ξ = .
